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Preface 
 
Avocado production in South Africa is significantly affected by the pathogen Phytophthora 

cinnamomi. This pathogen causes root necrosis in infected rootstocks, which may ultimately lead to 

plant death and thus economic losses. The complex molecular interactions between avocado and 

P. cinnamomi are not well understood and might be the key to breeding P. cinnamomi resistant 

rootstocks. Understanding the molecular mechanisms behind successful immune responses against 

P. cinnamomi is thus of utmost importance. Nucleotide binding-Leucine rich repeat (NLR) proteins 

play an important role in activating the Effector triggered immune (ETI) response after pathogen 

effector recognition. This immune response leads to a Hypersensitive response and cell death, which 

restricts P. cinnamomi growth during the pathogen’s biotrophic stage. Furthermore, previous studies 

have shown that differential expression patterns of NLR genes influences the amplitude of the ETI 

response. The importance of NLR proteins during P. cinnamomi infection and whether they play a 

role in rootstock resistance levels remain unclear. 

 

Chapter 1 of this thesis provides a detailed review of NLR proteins. The structure of these proteins 

is described, together with the molecular mechanisms which regulate the expression of NLR genes. 

Various examples are given regarding how NLR gene expression changes after pathogen infection 

in other plant species, and how NLR gene sequence variations within a plant species influence 

resistance levels towards various pathogens. Furthermore, methods for NLR identification and 

characterization using a genomic approach are discussed. Lastly, a summary is given on NLR 

sequences found in woody tree species and how this knowledge can be applied to avocado trees. 

 

Chapter 2 reports on the PaNLRs identified in avocado using a bioinformatic approach and the VC75 

avocado genome. Gene clusters were identified, and phylogenetic analysis was performed to 

investigate possible PaNLR gene duplication events. PaNLR expression analysis was done using 

dual RNA-seq data obtained from a partially resistant and susceptible rootstock inoculated with P. 

cinnamomi. The expression data was used to indicate which PaNLRs are potentially important for 

the detection of P. cinnamomi infection, and to assess whether a difference in PaNLR expression 

was evident between the two rootstocks.  
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Summary 
 
Persea americana Mill is an economically important crop plant in many countries, including South 

Africa. South African avocado industry losses are immense due to the pathogen Phytophthora 

cinnamomi Rands, since a limited number of control methods are available to control the pathogen. 

Investigating P. americana-P. cinnamomi interactions on a molecular level, as well as comparing 

these interactions between different rootstocks, will help understand how avocado is able to 

suppress pathogen growth. Pathogen effectors are mainly recognized by Resistance proteins, of 

which Nucleotide binding-Leucine rich repeat (NLR) proteins form the majority. Differences in NLR 

expression has often been associated with resistance level differences in many plant species, 

including potato, tomato, and rice. NLR proteins have never been studied in P. americana during P. 

cinnamomi infection and may play a critical role in rootstock immunity against P. cinnamomi.  

 

This study identified 161 complete P. americana NLR genes using a bioinformatic approach. NLR 

proteins were putatively identified, which may indicate which pathogen effectors they recognize. The 

chromosomal location of the PaNLR sequences were used to identify 13 gene clusters, indicating 

that these sequences may have originated from duplication events. Phylogenetic analysis further 

indicated that PaNLR genes within the same gene cluster have high sequence similarity, contributing 

to the hypothesis that gene clusters arose through gene duplication events. Phylogenetic analysis 

further showed that PaNLR sequences have little sequence similarity with NLRs identified in the 

Stout camphor tree, a close relative to P. americana. Expression analysis revealed that the 

expression of 84 PaNLR genes were significantly increased in response to P. cinnamomi inoculation, 

in both the partially resistant and susceptible rootstock at 6 hours post-inoculation. Increased PaNLR 

expression was sustained in the partially resistant rootstock for 24 hours after P. cinnamomi 

inoculation. However, PaNLR expression levels reverted to normal levels in the susceptible rootstock 

12 hours post-inoculation. These results suggest that the susceptible rootstock would be unable to 

activate a sufficient ETI response to suppress P. cinnamomi growth. The results of this study provide 

the foundation needed for unraveling the molecular mechanisms behind P. americana-P. cinnamomi 

interactions. 
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Introduction 
 

In nature, plants are constantly exposed to a variety of pathogens in the form of fungi, bacteria, and 

viruses. As a result, plants have evolved a two-layered immune response to recognize and survive 

pathogen attack (Jones and Dangl 2006). The first layer consists of Pattern recognition receptors 

(PRRs), anchored on the plant plasma membrane, which sense conserved molecular patterns 

associated with pathogens or damaged cells (Tang et al. 2017). PRRs activate a low amplitude 

immune response, able to warn off non-host adapted pathogens. The second layer of the host 

response consists of Resistance (R) proteins, which recognize Avirulence (Avr) effector proteins 

produced by pathogens to suppress host immune responses. R proteins are grouped into different 

classes based on protein structure, with the largest class comprised of Nucleotide binding-Leucine 

rich repeat (NLR) proteins. NLR proteins play an important role in activating high amplitude immune 

responses in plants to suppress pathogen growth and infection rates (Monteiro and Nishimura 2018). 

NLR proteins have been studied in many plant species including Arabidopsis thaliana, maize, 

tomato, cassava and, to a lesser extent, in tree species including Eucalyptus grandis and 

Cinnamomum kanehirae (Chaw et al. 2019; Christie et al. 2016; Kourelis and Van der Hoorn 2018; 

Lozano et al. 2015; Neale et al. 2017). These studies have shown that NLR genes, which encode 

these proteins, are controlled by a variety of complex molecular mechanisms, which ensure that the 

correct defence response is triggered during pathogen attack. Firstly, NLR gene expression is 

regulated at both transcriptional and translational levels (Bezerra-Neto et al. 2020). Secondly, NLR 

proteins require conformational changes to be activated, which is often controlled by dimerization 

reactions with other NLR proteins. And thirdly, NLR protein structure influences the protein’s affinity 

to Avr proteins (Qi and Innes 2013). All these factors regulate the timing and intensity of defence 

response activation, ultimately influencing resistance levels towards invading pathogens. Since only 

49 NLR proteins have been identified in Persea americana (avocado) to date, this literature review 

aims to provide a broad overview of NLR protein structure, expression and function as studied in 

other plant species (Pérez-Torres et al. 2021; Van den Berg et al. 2018). This will then aid in the 

study of avocado NLR genes regarding protein structure and function in avocado immune responses. 

 

Plant-pathogen interactions 
 

Plants have evolved a wide array of complex mechanisms to sense and react to pathogen attack, 

which mainly relies on biochemical and genetic signals (Knepper and Day 2010). Plant pathogens 

include fungi, oomycetes, bacteria, viruses, nematodes, and insects which may alter the 

development, growth, and reproduction of plants (Dangl and Jones 2001). The plant’s ability to react 

to pathogen infection can be explained by a simplified two-part system of innate immunity. These 

two parts are mainly separated based on the location of the activated plant receptor proteins. The 

first defence response is elicited when surface-localized immune receptors recognize and respond 
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to conserved molecules either associated or released by pathogens, known as Pathogen associated 

molecular patterns (PAMPs) or Microbe associated molecular patterns (MAMPs) (Davis and 

Hahlbrock 1987). Plants also recognize Damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) released 

by neighboring plant cells damaged during pathogen attack (Matzinger 2007). Molecular patterns 

bind to and are recognized by plant PRRs which are transmembrane receptor proteins, including 

Receptor-like kinases (RLKs) and Receptor-like proteins (RLPs) (Nicaise et al. 2009). The 

recognition of these molecular patterns activates multiple signalling cascades, leading to PAMP, 

MAMP or DAMP triggered immunity (PTI or MTI/DTI) (Chisholm et al. 2006). The PTI/MTI releases 

Reactive oxygen species (ROS), increases cellular calcium concentrations, activates defence 

related gene expression, and activates Mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs), aimed to restrict 

pathogen colonization (Eulgem 2005). These immune responses are slow, and low in amplitude, but 

are often sufficient in conferring resistance towards most pathogens. However, some pathogens are 

host-adapted and are either not recognized by the host or are able to interfere with immune 

responses– therefor leading to Effector triggered susceptibility (ETS) (Jones and Dangl 2006).  

 

The second part of plant innate immunity is known as Effector triggered immunity (ETI) (Jones and 

Dangl 2006). ETI is triggered when Avirulence (Avr) gene products, secreted by pathogens to induce 

ETS, are recognized by intracellular plant receptor proteins. Avr proteins are most often recognized 

by NLR receptor proteins, encoded by plant resistance (R) genes (Monteiro and Nishimura 2018). 

Many R proteins recognize specific Avr proteins, thus R proteins may be determinants of plant 

immune response specificity. Avr recognition results in an incompatible interaction and resistance 

towards the invading pathogen, but only if the ETI is successful in overcoming pathogen attack. In 

some cases, R proteins are unable to recognize Avr proteins, or are unable to trigger an immune 

response sufficient to overcome the pathogen, which results in a compatible interaction and plant 

susceptibility. These plant-pathogen interaction processes are often explained by the Zig-zag model 

(Figure 1) (Jones and Dangl 2006). The PTI and ETI collectively activate defence signalling 

pathways, often simultaneously, and do not respond independently of one another (Wang et al. 

2020). A recent review by Lu and Tsuda (2020) highlighted the increasing evidence which suggests 

that PRR proteins and R proteins activate similar signalling cascades leading to similar immune 

responses, including calcium influxes and MAPK activation. However, when R proteins are activated, 

the amplitude of these responses are increased, which ultimately leads to a stronger immune 

response and increased resistance. Moreover, some proteins important for PTI signalling, including 

BIK1 which activates NADPH oxidase RBOHD (Respiratory burst oxidase protein D), are critical for 

full ETI activation and ROS production in Arabidopsis during Pseudomonas syringae infection (Yuan 

et al. 2021).  
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Figure 1. The Zig-zag model of plant immunity (Jones and Dangl 2006). During phase 1, plants 
detect Pathogen associated molecular patterns/Microbe associated molecular patterns 
(PAMPs/MAMPs) using Pattern recognition receptors (PRRs), which trigger PAMP triggered 
immunity (PTI). During phase 2, successful pathogens produce effectors such as Avirulence proteins 
(Avr) which interfere with the PTI response, resulting in Effector triggered susceptibility (ETS). During 
phase 3, one Avr protein (red) is recognized by a Resistance protein (R), triggering Effector triggered 
immunity (ETI). This response has a higher amplitude when compared to PTI and often induces the 
Hypersensitive response (HR). During phase 4, successful pathogens which have gained new Avr 
proteins (through horizontal gene flow or mutations) are able to evade detection, known as ETS. 
Phase 5 indicates the second ETI during which plants have evolved new R proteins able to recognize 
the new Avr proteins (blue) of the pathogen. 
 

R protein structure 
 

R genes encode R proteins, which are broadly grouped into five classes based on structure (Figure 

2) (Bezerra-Neto et al. 2020). The first and main class is cytoplasmic NLR proteins, comprised of a 

Nucleotide binding (NB) domain located at the N-terminus of the protein, and a Leucine rich repeat 

(LRR) domain at the C-terminus (McDowell and Woffenden 2003). RGA2, also known as Rpi-blb1, 

is an NLR protein from Solanum bulbocastanum which confers resistance towards various 

Phytophthora infestans isolates (Van Der Vossen et al. 2003). The second class of R proteins, known 

as Receptor-like proteins (RLPs), are anchored within the plant cell membrane and have 

extracellular LRR domains with a short cytoplasmic C-terminus. This class of R proteins do not have 

a kinase domain, although it is hypothesized that these proteins interact with intracellular Receptor-

like kinase proteins to allow for signal transduction (Kruijt et al. 2005). Cf genes found in tomatoes 
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form part of the TM-LRR class of R proteins and confer resistance to the fungus Cladosporium fulvum 

(Jones et al. 1994; Zhao et al. 2016). The third class has an extracellular LRR domain, a 

transmembrane domain and a Serine-threonine kinase receptor domain and is known as Receptor-

like kinase proteins (RLKs) (Xu et al. 2000). This class of R proteins consist of more than 600 family 

members in A. thaliana, and 1100 family members in rice (Oryza sativa) (Shiu and Bleecker 2001). 

Xa21, an RLK protein in rice, confers resistance towards Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzea and forms 

part of this class (Song et al. 1995). The fourth class of R proteins is characterized by Serine-

threonine kinase (STK) receptor domains and do not have LRR domains. The Pto gene found in 

potatoes represents this class and confers resistance to the bacterium P. syringae pv. tomato (Song 

et al. 1997). These proteins have active cytoplasmic kinases which phosphorylate serine and 

threonine residues. Eleven subdomains and 15 amino acid variations are often found in this R protein 

class; however, the phosphorylation regions are conserved (Hanks et al. 1988). The fifth class, 

known as Transmembrane Coiled-coil proteins (TM-CCs), is the most divergent and is represented 

by Coiled-coil (CC) domains anchored in the membrane (Kobe and Kajava 2001). RPW8 proteins in 

A. thaliana confer resistance towards Golovinomyces spp. fungi and form part of this R protein class 

(Xiao et al. 2001). These proteins activate the Hypersensitive response (HR) through the use of 

Salicylic acid and Enhanced disease susceptibility1-dependant signalling pathways (Xiao et al. 

2003). 

Figure 2. The five classes of plant Resistance (R) protein structure and location (Bezerra-Neto et al. 
2020). Class I: Nucleotide binding-Leucine rich repeat proteins; Class II: Receptor-like proteins; 
Class III: Receptor-like kinase proteins; Class IV: Serine-threonine kinase proteins; and Class V: 
Transmembrane Coiled-coil proteins (CC – Coiled-coil; LRR – Leucine rich repeat; NB – Nucleotide 
binding; TIR – Toll/interleukin-1 receptor; TM – Transmembrane domain). 
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NLR proteins 
 

NLR protein structure (Figure 3) consists of three distinct domains: a variable amino terminus 

domain, an NB domain in the central part of the protein (± 300 amino acids) and the LRR positioned 

at the C-terminus (20-30 amino acids) (Maiti et al. 2014). The NB domain is responsible for ADP/ATP 

binding and aids in signal transduction pathways, while the LRR domain is responsible for protein-

protein interactions (Kedzierski et al. 2004; Tameling et al. 2006). NLR protein specificity lies in the 

LRR domains, due to these domains binding to pathogen Avr proteins, either directly or indirectly. 

NLR genes form part of one of the most variable and largest gene families in plants, due to the genes 

rapidly evolving in the arms race with pathogen Avr genes (Maule et al. 2007). The amino terminus 

domain splits the NB family into two subfamilies based on whether the protein has a Toll/interleukin-

1 receptor (TIR) or Coiled-coil (CC) structure, named TNLs and CNLs, respectively.  

 

The TIR domain has a homologous structure with the mammalian IL-1 receptors and Drosophila Toll 

protein. This domain is 135-160 amino acids in length and contains three parts of conserved residues 

(Xu et al. 2000). This domain forms five parallel β-sheet filaments (βA-βE) and five 𝛼-helices (𝛼A-

𝛼E) connected with loops (Bernoux et al. 2011). Crystallography showed that the structure of the L6 

TIR domain in flax (Linum usitatissimum) had two monomers formed by the 𝛼D and 𝛼E helices 

(Bernoux et al. 2011). Mutations within this domain broke the monomer structure and interrupted 

signalling activity. The activity of the TIR domain is mediated through self-association, interaction 

with other TIR domains or with proteins which do not have TIR domains (Ve et al. 2015). Research 

done on Arabidopsis RBA1 TNLs and P. syringae HopBA1 effectors showed that HopBA1/RBA1 

interaction causes TIR self-interaction and dimerization, ultimately activating a defence response 

and subsequent cell death (Nishimura et al. 2017). 

 

CC motifs are characterized by repeated heptad sequences interspaced with hydrophobic amino 

acid residues 120-200 amino acids in length (Lukasik and Takken 2009). A supercoil forms as a 

result of the interaction between two or more 𝛼-helices connected by a short loop. Many CC domain 

motifs, however, do not have a Coiled-coil structure as predicted by programmes including Basic 

Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) and Hidden Markov Model (HMMER). Motifs present in most 

characterized CC domains, except for the EDVID motif, follow a conserved heptad abcdefgn repeat 

(Mazourek et al. 2009). The ‘a’ and ‘d’ amino acids are mostly hydrophobic, and the ‘e’ and ‘g’ are 

polar and charged, resulting in amphipathic helices with both hydrophobic– and polar parts. Two 

helices interact due to hydrophobic interactions which gives the protein its Coiled-coil structure 

(Grigoryan and Keating 2008).  
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Figure 3. Structural domain models of NLR proteins. (A) Coiled-coil (CC) and Toll/interleukin-1 
receptor (TIR), Nucleotide binding (NB-ARC) and Leucine rich repeat (LRR) structural domains with 
estimated dimensions (Å). The CCML10 and TIRL6 models are based on crystal structures, while NB-
ARC and LRR models are based on prediction models. (B) Hypothetical models of CNLs and TNLs, 
which show possible domain orientation and position in an inactive state. (C) Schematic 2D 
representation of NLR proteins with subdomains represented by different colours (Takken and 
Goverse 2012). 
 

The NB domain, also called the NB-ARC domain, is hypothesized to function as a switch for 

molecular cascades during defence signalling (Takken et al. 2006). Hydrolyzed ATP is able to bind 

to the functional NB structure of this domain, activating the protein to trigger an immune response. 

The NB domain can be grouped into five highly conserved signature motifs, all of which contribute 

to nucleotide binding and/or hydrolysis. These motifs include the kinase-2 and kinase-3/RNBS-B 

motifs, the P-loop, the GxL motif and the MHDV motif (Maiti et al. 2014). The P-loop allows the NLR 

protein to bind to nucleotides, as the flexible loop of strand 1 and helix 1 accommodates the 

phosphate group to bind (Pathak et al. 2014). The consensus sequence for the P-loop follows a 

GxxxxGK(S/T) pattern, where x is any amino acid. The lysine amino acid found in the motif binds to 

NB-ARC 
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β and 𝛾 phosphates of nucleotides, with the serine/threonine amino acids binding to Mg2+ ions (Leipe 

et al. 2004). Mutations within these motifs ended in loss of protein function, which highlights the 

importance of these amino acids (Tameling et al. 2002). The kinase 2 motif is hypothesized to be an 

important regulator for the hydrolysis of ATP. This motif follows a hhhD(D/E) pattern where h 

represents any hydrophobic amino acid. The aspartate directs the Mg2+ ion required for phosphate 

transfer reactions, and the second amino acid is used as a catalyst during ATP hydrolysis (Tameling 

et al. 2002). Mutations within the kinase 2 motif still allow for protein interaction, although ATP 

hydrolysis does not occur (Tameling et al. 2006). 

 

Most plant NLR proteins contain leucine rich regions which are repeated between 8 to 25 times 

within the C-terminus segment (Maiti et al. 2014). LRR domains mostly contain 25 to 30 amino acid 

motifs of leucine residues, or other aliphatic residues (following a LxxLxLxxN/CxL pattern) which is 

characteristic of proteins associated with protein-protein interactions (Kobe and Kajava 2001). This 

repeat motif allows the domain to have alternately arranged β-sheets, separated by a loop variable 

in length, and parallel 𝛼-helices forming a concave structure known as a “horseshoe” (Kobe and 

Kajava 2001). Most structural variations within the LRR domain are found clustered around the β-

sheet, implicated to form part of the protein interaction surface. Hence, the β-sheet region is 

important in Avr protein recognition specificity and reflects the importance of determining resistance 

specificity (Qi and Innes 2013). Using genetic engineering, NLR protein specificity and affinity to Avr 

proteins can be increased in cases of direct Avr recognition. A single mutation within the LRR domain 

sequence of the rice TNL Pikp gene increased the binding affinity of the protein towards a 

Magnaporthe oryzae Avr protein in vitro and in vivo (De la Concepcion et al. 2019). The LRR domain 

is also responsible for regulating NLR protein activity, as these proteins become self-activating after 

the domain is deleted (Ade et al. 2007).  

 

NLR gene expression 
 

NLR proteins form part of ETI, during which Avr pathogen proteins are recognized either directly or 

indirectly by the host. NLR proteins play an important role in plant defence, and their expression is 

tightly regulated to balance functional importance and energy expenditure (Bezerra-Neto et al. 2020). 

The presence of NLR proteins is necessary to ‘scan’ the cellular space for invading plant pathogens 

and trigger an early defence response. Over-expression of NLR genes can be costly and can even 

cause plant death or stunted growth (Tian et al. 2003). Thus, during this balancing act, the expression 

of NLR genes can follow two patterns: (1) low constitutive expression, such as the Dm3 gene in 

lettuce (Shen et al. 2002), or (2) differential induction/repression of expression using epigenetics, 

transcription factors, alternative splicing or small RNAs as a result of applied stressors (Bezerra-

Neto et al. 2020). Differential NLR gene expression levels can be seen in different species 

genotypes, which can ultimately influence resistance levels towards pathogens. In basket willow 
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trees (Salix viminalis) an NLR gene (RGA1) showed higher expression levels in a Melampsora larici-

epitea resistant genotype when compared to the susceptible genotype (Martin et al. 2016). 

Furthermore, six NLR genes were significantly upregulated after Chrysoporthe austroafricana 

infection in resistant E. grandis trees only (Christie et al. 2016).  

 

Epigenetic control of NLR gene expression was first hinted at when a SNC1 trans-gene produced 

much higher levels of transcripts when compared to endogenous SNC1 copies in A. thaliana (Li et 

al. 2007). This suggested that the SNC1 gene was located within a repressive chromatin region 

where the promoter was under epigenetic control. Xia et al. (2013) identified that trimethylation of 

lysine 4 of histone H3 (H3K4me3) was one possible epigenetic modification which controls the 

expression of SNC1. Studies done on A. thaliana with recessive DNA demethylase mutations in the 

ROS1, DML2 and DML3 genes showed increased susceptibility to Fusarium oxysporum (Le et al. 

2014). This research showed that 348 genes were differentially expressed in triple mutant (ros1, 

dml2 and dml3) plants, indicating that DNA demethylases regulate or maintain the expression of 

defence-related genes important for resistance against F. oxysporum. This was later confirmed by 

Kong et al. (2020) when looking at DNA methylation patterns of Arabidopsis NLR genes. 

Ubiquitylation of histones also regulates defence gene transcription. Ubiquitin ligases, HUB1 and 

HUB2, mono-ubiquitylates histone H2B and H2Bub1 in Arabidopsis during a defence response, 

which increases the expression of SNC1 and RPP4 defence genes (Zou et al. 2014).  

 

Cytosine methylation is another epigenetic mechanism found to control NLRs, regulated by the 

histone mark H3K9me2 (Lai and Eulgem 2018). The intricate interplay of methylation, methylation 

maintenance and demethylation controls the methylation patterns of nucleobase cytosine at position 

5. Methylated cytosines (5mC) occur at CHG and GC symmetrical motifs, or CHH asymmetrical sites 

in plants (H representing any nucleobase except for G) (Lai and Eulgem 2018). Defence responses 

in Arabidopsis are known to affect 5mC levels globally (Deleris et al. 2016). For example, Avr proteins 

produced by P. syringae pv. tomato DC3000 induce chromatin de-condensation and 

hypomethylation at centromeric and pericentromeric repeats in tomato (Pavet et al. 2006). 

 

Unique sequences were found within the promoter region of NLR genes of Arabidopsis, highlighting 

the role of cis-regulatory elements during a defence response (Ramkumar et al. 2014). Transcription 

factors (TFs), which are known to regulate defence-related genes, are members of the ERF, WRKY 

and TGA-bZIP families (Euglem 2005). WRKY TFs mainly bind to pathogen/elicitor-responsive W 

box cis-elements with hexameric consensus sequences (TTGACC/T) (Lai and Eulgem 2018). Mohr 

et al. (2010) found that Arabidopsis NLR gene promoters are enriched with W boxes, suggesting 

WRKY TFs regulate NLR genes. W boxes have been shown to play key roles in controlling 

constitutive expression and transient accumulation of defence related RPP8 transcripts in 

Arabidopsis (Mohr et al. 2010). RPP8 genes encode CNL proteins in Arabidopsis accession Ler, and 
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trigger a strong race-specific defence response during Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis infection. 

RPP8 showed low basal expression levels before infection, which increased in response to defence-

inducing stimuli. Mutations within the RPP8 W box caused RPP8-mediated defence responses to 

fail and resulted in susceptibility. It is unlikely that NLRs are exclusively regulated by WRKY TFs, 

however no other TF types are known with the same function (Lai and Eulgem 2018). 

 

Alternative splicing can be used to regulate the expression of NLR genes on a translational level, as 

alternative splicing patterns can alter protein structure and change the location of stop codons within 

mRNA sequences. Different protein isoforms have been observed in TNLs from the tobacco N gene 

and tomato Bs4 genes (Schornack et al. 2004). The tobacco N gene encodes two different TNL 

proteins, NS and NL, controlled by alternative splicing patterns. NS, translated from a full-length 

transcript, comprises a TNL protein and is expressed before Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) infection, 

until 3 hours post infection. NL is a truncated protein lacking 13 of 14 LRR repeats and is expressed 

4-8 hours after TMV infection (Dinesh-Kumar and Baker 2000). These two proteins offer full 

resistance to TMV, but mutations inhibiting alternative splicing result in decreased resistance, as NL 

cannot be produced. Retained intronic sequences have also been reported in plants which result 

from alternative splicing patterns (Reddy et al. 2013). This form of alternative splicing can create 

premature in-frame stop codons, which can cause Nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) of NLR gene 

mRNA. In the case of TNLs, some mRNA molecules remain stable and are not degraded, but are 

translated into truncated proteins partially lacking LRR, NB-LRR or other C-terminus domains 

(Gassmann et al. 1999). These truncated proteins may play a critical role during defence activation 

as transcript isoforms seem to be important for resistance (Lai and Euglem 2018). 

 

Micro-RNAs (miRNAs) and small interfering RNAs (siRNA) also have the ability to regulate gene 

expression at a post-transcriptional level (Axtell 2013). miRNAs have been shown to negatively 

regulate NLRs through targeting NLR mRNAs in angiosperms and gymnosperms, including apples, 

cotton, and rice (Lian et al. 2016; Ma et al. 2014; Zhu et al. 2014). Conserved members of the 

miR482/miR2118 superfamily in cotton, with variable sequences, target NLRs through binding to P-

loop and LRR motifs (Zhu et al. 2014). siRNAs in Arabidopsis, encoded by overlapping sense and 

antisense transcripts within the RPP5 cluster, can suppress NLR mRNA translation (Yi and Richards 

2007). Recent studies have also shown that highly abundant miRNAs in legumes target 74 NLRs to 

produce phased trans-acting siRNAs (phasiRNA), which then silence 324 of 540 NLR genes (Zhai 

et al. 2011). This cascade is silenced in plants infected with bacterial and viral pathogens, resulting 

in increased NLR transcripts and enhanced defence states. Overexpression of two miR482-type 

miRNAs (nta-miR6019 and nta-miR6020) which produce phasiRNAs in N. benthamiana, increased 

the cleavage of the TMV resistance gene and decreased TMV resistance (Li et al. 2012). Together, 

these observations suggest that miRNAs serve as master regulators through producing phasiRNAs, 

collectively suppressing multiple NLRs. 
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The significance of differential NLR gene expression levels has been observed in studies done on 

pathogen resistant– and susceptible plants within a species. In E. grandis, differential NLR gene 

expression levels were studied in susceptible and resistant genotypes during Leptocybe invasa and 

C. austroafricana infection (Christie et al. 2016). The results indicated that 218 and 343 NLR genes 

were expressed differentially during L. invasa and C. austroafricana infection, respectively. 

Moreover, two partial NLRs were upregulated in resistant genotypes but downregulated in 

susceptible genotypes. The authors hypothesized that these partial NLR genes may have 

contributed to regulatory processes through inhibiting functional NLR protein heterodimers. Hence, 

microproteins with a single domain may target NLR proteins, having a dominant negative regulatory 

effect. Another study done on pepper plants (Piper nigrum), focused on the expression levels of five 

NLR genes in resistant and susceptible genotypes during Phytophthora capsici infection (Umadevi 

and Anandaraj 2017). The study showed significant differences in expression levels of the five NLR 

genes between the resistant and susceptible genotypes, during which three NLR genes (PnCNBS2, 

PnCNBS3 and PnCNBS5) were downregulated in the resistant genotype during early infection. The 

results of these studies show the importance of tightly regulated NLR gene transcription processes, 

which ultimately influences resistance levels towards plant pathogens. 

 

NLR protein activation 
 

In the absence of a pathogen, NLR proteins are inactivated– during which the LRR domain exerts a 

negative role through stabilizing the ADP-bound state (Takken et al. 2006). In vitro studies using 

tomato showed that this protein state is highly stable, suggesting that this is the resting state 

(Tameling et al. 2006). The protein has a closed conformational form during the resting state, caused 

by interactions between LRR, CC and TIR domains with the NB domain (Takken and Goverse 2012) 

(Figure 4). When an Avr protein binds to the LRR domain during pathogen invasion, a conformational 

change is induced in the NB domain producing an open configuration (Lolle et al. 2020). ADP is then 

exchanged for ATP, leading to a second conformational change in the N-terminus domain, which 

triggers the protein’s signalling potential. The protein returns to a resting state after the ATPase 

activity interrupts the signalling response (Tameling et al. 2006). NLR protein activation results in a 

variety of cellular changes such as increased calcium ion concentrations, increased ROS, 

transcriptional reprogramming, and the activation of MAPKs and HR (Cui et al. 2015). All these 

responses are aimed to reduce and inhibit pathogen growth. 

 

NLR proteins recognize Avr proteins through three different mechanisms. The Gene-for-gene 

hypothesis explains how Avr proteins are recognized directly through the physical binding of the Avr 

protein to the NLR protein (Figure 4. A) (Flor 1971). This interaction is only possible when a 

corresponding NLR gene and Avr gene is present in the plant and pathogen, respectively. If either 

of these gene products are absent, the plant is unable to detect the pathogen which results in the 
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development of disease symptoms. The Gene-for-gene hypothesis explains that a specific Avr gene 

ligand binds directly to a corresponding NLR gene product, which results in the activation of 

pathogenesis related genes to ultimately induce a defence response (Gabriel and Rolfe 1990). 

 

 
Figure 4. Models of NLR protein recognition of pathogen effectors. (A) Gene-for-gene hypothesis: 
Direct recognition of pathogen effector (Avirulence) proteins through binding to CC or TIR domains 
of Nucleotide binding-Leucine rich repeat (NLR) proteins. This is followed by the exchange of ADP 
with ATP, which activates the protein and downstream immune signalling. (B) Guard hypothesis: 
Pathogen effector proteins are recognized by cellular proteins (Guardee) associated with NLR 
proteins (Guard). This process leads to protein activation through the binding of ATP, and the 
subsequent activation of defence responses. (C) Effector proteins may be recognized through 
binding to a NLR dimer pair. One NLR protein with an integrated decoy domain acts as a sensor 
protein, able to bind and recognize an effector protein. The second NLR protein, known as the helper 
NLR, activates a defence response after sensing structural modifications of the sensor NLR induced 
by the effector. ADP is exchanged for ATP in the helper NLR, and is not required for sensor NLR 
function (ADP – Adenosine diphosphate; ATP – Adenosine triphosphate; CC – Coiled-coil; LRR – 
Leucine rich repeat; NB – Nucleotide binding; TIR – Toll/interleukin-1 receptor) (Chiang and Coaker 
2015).  
 
 
 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) Sensor NLR 

Helper NLR 
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The Guard hypothesis is used to explain indirect protein activation, during which the Avr binds to a 

protein associated with a NLR protein (Figure 4. B) (Van der Biezen and Jones 1998). This model 

shows that NLR proteins within a plant control one or more defence proteins that are able to activate 

a large defence response against multiple pathogens (Bonas and Lahaye 2002). The indirect 

activation of NLR proteins (guard) occurs when Avr proteins bind to an associated host cellular 

protein (guardee). The Avr protein structurally modifies the guardee, which is detected by the guard 

protein through biochemical changes, ultimately triggering a defence response (Van der Biezen and 

Jones 1998). 

 

Lastly, Avr proteins can be recognized when binding to a NLR pair, known as a NLR dimer (Figure 

4. C). One NLR protein acts as a receptor which binds to Avr proteins either directly or indirectly, 

and the second activates an immune response. These NLR proteins are termed sensor (sNB-LRR) 

and helper (hNB-LRR) NLR, respectively (Bonardi et al. 2011). sNB-LRRs often possess an 

integrated decoy domain which mimics an Avr protein target (Césari et al. 2014a). Both NLR proteins 

are essential for proper protein function. Dimers which comprise of the same NLR proteins are known 

as homodimers, and dimers formed between two different NLR proteins are termed heterodimers. 

In rice, RGA4 and RGA5 form homo– and heterodimers through CC domain interactions. Before 

pathogen infection, RGA5 suppresses RGA4 activity and acts as a sNB-LRR. After Avr recognition, 

the dimer pair disassociates and RGA4 activates cell death (Césari et al. 2014b). It was suggested 

that NLRs with CC domains may form part of a complex network controlling ETI responses, since 

CNL heterodimers are found more frequently when compared to CNL homodimers (Wróblewski et 

al. 2018). However, CNL homodimers do not always have the ability to trigger an immune response 

compared to CNL monomers. This suggests that the oligomerization of CC domains is not required 

for the activation of an immune response.  

 

After the recognition of Avr proteins, the dimerization of some NLR proteins is crucial for their 

function. Research has shown that NLR genes are often arranged as a head-to-head pair on 

chromosomes (Williams et al. 2014). This allows for increased chances of protein dimerization when 

proteins are expressed at the same time. An increasing amount of evidence has also shown that 

many NLR proteins function in pairs to activate ETI defence responses (Bentham et al. 2018; 

Swiderski et al. 2009). These protein pairs may be present in either a homo– or heterodimerization 

form of N-terminus regions. A barley CNL protein, MLA, forms a homodimer after CC domain 

dimerization, which is necessary for NLR protein activity (Maekawa et al. 2011). Heterodimers are 

formed in rice after CC domains of RGA4 and RGA5 NLR proteins dimerize, which can induce cell 

death during M. oryzae infection (Césari et al. 2014b). Moreover, several studies using TIR crystal 

structures have shown that two 𝛼-helices within the TIR domains of two NLR proteins are conserved 

in structure, allowing for these two proteins to form a dimer upon activation (Bernoux et al. 2011; 

Hyun et al. 2016). The interaction of TIR domains within DSC1 and WRKY19 proteins in Arabidopsis 
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contributes towards basal immunity during Meloidogyne incognita infection (Warmerdam et al. 

2020). Mutations within TIR domains abolished dimerization and disrupted ETI signalling (Williams 

et al. 2014). Conformational changes within the protein upon activation may also expose potential 

binding surfaces, allowing for protein-protein interactions (Takken and Goverse 2012). 

 

NLR proteins are present in many different subcellular locations, including the plasma membrane, 

the cytosol, and the nucleus (Qi and Innes 2013). After activation, nuclear localization, and direct 

interactions between some NLR proteins and transcription factors, such as WRKY, is required for 

activating downstream immune signalling (Wiermer et al. 2007). WRKY TFs are mainly associated 

with reprogramming gene expression patterns during the innate immune responses of plants 

(Eulgem and Somssich 2007). Direct interactions with TFs allow for a rapid immune response after 

Avr recognition, as this signalling mechanism has a short signalling pathway. One NLR protein, Rx1, 

has also been shown to interact directly with DNA nucleotides in response to immune activation in 

potato (Fenyk et al. 2015). However, not all NLR proteins interact directly with TFs or translocate to 

the nucleus. Interestingly, the RRS1-R TNL protein has a C-terminus WRKY domain, which suggests 

a biological role within the nucleus. This protein co-localizes in the nucleus with its cognate effector, 

PopP2, after Ralstonia solanacearum infection in Arabidopsis (Deslandes et al. 2003). How NLR 

proteins located in different subcellular locations trigger similar immune responses remains largely 

unknown (Chian and Coaker 2015).  

 

Identifying NLR genes using genomic approaches  
 

There are several studies available which utilized genomic data to identify putative NLR genes in 

different plant species (Cheng et al. 2017; Christie et al. 2016; Kim et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2019). 

Most of these studies utilized prediction approaches using characteristic features of NLR genes with 

databases such as InterProScan, MEME, Pfam, PROSITE and SAM (Ercolano et al. 2020). Through 

classifying proteins into families, protein function can be inferred based on the assumption that 

families share functional traits. This, however, requires NLR proteins that have been identified and 

well characterized. 

 

NLR gene identification using genomic data includes two steps (Tirnaz et al. 2020). Firstly, resistant 

gene analog domains such as NB, LRR, CC and TIRs must be detected based on sequence 

similarity using different databases. Most commonly, this is done through searching for similar 

sequences using a query sequence in various databases. Tools such as Basic Local Alignment 

Search Tool (BLAST) and Hidden Markov Model (HMMER) can be used in this instance (Altschul et 

al. 1997; Finn et al. 2011). Specific domain sequences can be used as the consensus sequence 

when searching for similarity across a genome. In another approach, the genome can be used as 

the query sequence to search for sequences similar to domain sequences using different databases. 
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The Pfam database is mainly used to identify TIR, TIR_2 and LRR domains, while COILS can be 

used to detect CC domains (Sarris et al. 2016; Tirnaz et al. 2020). InterProscan can be used to 

identify protein domains through sequence analysis, using a combination of up to 14 databases 

(Quevillon et al. 2005). DRAGO (Disease Resistance Analysis and Gene Orthology) can also be 

used as a tool to computationally predict putative NLR genes (Andolfo et al. 2014). This tool was 

used to annotate more than 170 000 proteins, with the data being stored on an online database 

named PRG (Pathogen Receptor Gene) (http://PRGdb.org). Both well characterized and candidate 

plant NLR genes from 268 plant species can be found on this database. 

 

The second step involves classifying candidate NLR genes based on domain composition (Li et al. 

2016; Tirnaz et al. 2020). This is mainly done using custom scripts based on domain configuration. 

NLR gene classification is based on whether the gene encodes an NB domain. Further classification 

can be done based on the presence of CC, TIR or LRR domains. Genes can also be classified in 

“Other categories” if the genes have more than one domain. For example, the presence of both TIR 

and CC domains. Another example would be when genes with disordered domains, such as when 

a TIR domain is found at the C-terminus rather than the N-terminus. Li et al. (2016) recently 

developed the RGAugury pipeline which combines both steps of domain detection and classification. 

This pipeline can be used for large-scale genome-wide NLR gene identification.  

 

Identifying putative NLR genes can be limited by several factors. Genome assembly quality can 

affect NLR gene accuracy and efficiency, for example repeat masking can influence prediction 

frequency (Bayer et al. 2018). Repeat sequences, often found in transposable elements, may contain 

NLR gene related domain sequences, which hinder the identification process. Increasing repeat 

masking approaches may result in true NLR genes being categorized as repeat sequences, but 

decreasing masking may result in wrongly categorized NLR genes (Bayer et al. 2018). For this 

reason, it is vital to evaluate masking approaches to increase the accuracy of NLR gene 

identification. Large differences in NLR gene numbers have been reported for the same species 

when different identification approaches and different parameters were used. Tools such as 

RGAugury greatly increase NLR gene identification and identification accuracy (Tirnaz et al. 2020). 

 

NLR genes in tree species 
 

Our current understanding of NLR proteins mostly originated from studies done on crop plants and 

model species. Advances in genomic technologies and whole-genome sequencing has only recently 

led to the identification of NLR proteins in tree species, since large genome sizes made these 

processes strenuous. A broad and considerably larger NLR gene family has been identified in woody 

perennial species, using reference tree genome sequences, when compared to herbaceous species 

such as Arabidopsis and tomato (Figure 5). These tree species include C. kanehirae, E. grandis, 
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Hevea brasiliensis, Picea abies, Pinus taeda, Populus trichocarpa and Prunus mume, and fruit tree 

species Malus x domestica (apple), Prunus persica (peach), Vitis vinifera (grape), and Ziziphus 

jujube (jujube) (Chaw et al. 2019; Neale et al. 2017). 

 

 
Figure 5. Comparison of putative Nucleotide binding-Leucine rich repeat (NLR) gene numbers 
between different plant species. An increased number of total NLR genes have been identified in 
woody perennial species when compared to herbaceous species. An increased number of Coiled-
coil Nucleotide binding-Leucine rich repeat (CNL) class NLR genes are found in most tree species 
when compared to Toll/interleukin-1 receptor Nucleotide binding-Leucine rich repeat (TNL) class 
NLR genes, with the exception of Eucalyptus grandis and Arabidopsis thaliana. The “other” category 
includes TN and CN gene models lacking a Leucine rich repeat domain sequence, and NL gene 
models lacking Coiled-coil or Toll/interleukin-1 receptor domain sequences (Christie et al. 2016). 
 

Tandem duplications (in C. kanehirae, E. grandis, P. trichocarpa, M. x domestica and V. vinifera), 

linked to NLR gene family expansions, may have contributed to increased plant fitness, as tree 

species need long-term defence strategies against pathogens (Tobias and Guest 2014). CNLs are 

often more abundant in tree species when compared to TNLs, contrary to the pattern seen in 

Arabidopsis. Some tree species, including E. grandis, P. abies and P. taeda, do not follow this pattern 

as certain TNL sequences have been expanded in angiosperms and conifer species (Neale et al. 

2017). These duplications often result in large NLR gene clusters, such as seen in E. grandis where 

136 NLR gene clusters were identified, containing an average of eight NLR genes per cluster 

(Christie et al. 2016). These clusters contain the same class of NLR genes (either TNLs or CNLs) 

more often when compared to mixed-class clusters– a trait also seen in A. thaliana (Leister 2004). 
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Functional studies on tree NLR proteins have mainly been done on M. x domestica and V. vinifera. 

Arya et al. (2014) identified 1015 NLR gene sequences using the whole-genome sequence of M. x 

domestica. Furthermore, the expression profile of 26 NLR genes were analysed after apple leaves 

were infected with Alternaria alternata, Podosphaera leucotricha, sap sucking insects and viruses 

(species unknown). This study identified NLR genes which may be important in activating defence 

responses after infection of various pathogens. Host miRNAs have also been observed to play a role 

in disease resistance levels in apples following A. alternata infection (Ma et al. 2014). Md-miRLn11, 

which is able to cleave Md-NBS mRNA transcripts (a NLR gene transcript), decreases disease 

resistance in a susceptible apple variety. Md-miRLn11 expression was higher in the susceptible 

variety when compared to a resistant variety, with the opposite trend seen for Md-NBS. When Md-

NBS was expressed as a transgene in susceptible plants, disease resistance was significantly 

increased.  

 

In V. vinifera, 142 NLR genes have been identified (Malacarne et al. 2012). When Vitis amurensis 

was infected with two different Plasmopara viticola stains, ZJ-1-1 and JL-7-2, disease symptoms 

were only observed in plants infected with ZJ-1-1 (Li et al. 2015). Further research showed that 37 

NLR genes were expressed at significantly higher levels during JL-7-2 infection when compared to 

ZJ-1-1 infection, ultimately increasing disease resistance towards JL-7-2. This research shows that 

a plant species may have drastically different resistance levels towards different pathogen strains, 

and highlights the importance of NLR genes during defence response activation. Erysiphe necator 

infection of seven partially resistant and two susceptible V. vinifera accessions showed the 

importance of NLR gene expression regulation (Goyal et al. 2020). NLR genes within partially 

resistant accessions showed the same trend in expression level differences during infection, while 

the opposite trend was seen in the susceptible accessions. However, differences in the number of 

differentially expressed genes were still observed between the different accessions, ranging from 

nine to 23 genes.  

 

What to expect from Persea americana? 
 

Avocado is an industrially important crop tree in South Africa, with a growing popularity due to 

avocado fruits having high levels of monosaturated fats. Phytophthora cinnamomi and more recently, 

Rosellinia necatrix, are devastating pathogens impacting the avocado industry (Hardham 2005; 

Zumaquero et al. 2019). The use of partially resistant avocado rootstocks is one control method 

currently used to control P. cinnamomi. However, there are currently no commercial rootstocks 

resistant or partially resistant towards R. necatrix (Zumaquero et al. 2019). Understanding the 

molecular mechanisms behind avocado immune responses might accelerate rootstock screening 

programmes, and ultimately breeding programmes aimed at increasing resistance towards these 

pathogens.  
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To date, only 49 putative avocado NLR proteins have been identified using transcriptomic 

approaches (Péres-Torres et al. 2021; Van den Berg et al. 2018). In the study done by Pérez-Torres 

et al. (2021), NLR expression was investigated in Hass avocado stems infected with Fusarium 

kuroshium. In total, 48 complete NLR sequences were identified, with four NLRs showing differential 

expression patterns following F. kuroshium infection. Interestingly, only one TNL was identified 

during this study. Using transcriptomic approaches for NLR identification, however, limits the number 

of NLRs being identified to the number of NLR genes being expressed. Thus, only using 

transcriptomic data for NLR identification would prevent the identification of most NLR genes within 

a genome. Three avocado genomes have recently been sequenced by Rendón-Anaya et al. (2019) 

and the Avocado Genome Consortium (unpublished). This enables further putative NLR gene 

identification. The closest relative to P. americana in which a comprehensive set of NLR genes has 

been identified, was the Stout camphor tree (C. kanehirae), part of the Lauraceae family. In total, 

387 NLR gene models were identified using the Stout camphor tree (SCT) genome, 317 of which 

belonged to the CNL class (Chaw et al. 2019). Phylogenetic analysis of these NLR gene sequences 

suggested that NLR clades diversified independently within eudicots, monocots and magnoliids 

(Chaw et al. 2019). Furthermore, it was found that the largest SCT NLR gene clades grouped closest 

with those of depauperate eudicot NLR gene clades. The large amount of SCT NLR gene sequences 

may be a result of two rounds of genome duplication within the Lauraceae family ancestry, and 

another genome duplication in the Magnoliaceae ancestry (Cui et al. 2006).  

 

Based on these findings, it is expected that the avocado genome might harbor a large, diverse 

amount of NLR gene sequences. It is also expected that the number of CNL gene sequences may 

be larger when compared to TNL gene sequences, as suggested by many other tree species, 

including the SCT (Neale et al. 2017). Enriched tandem duplications in avocado were described by 

Rendón-Anaya et al. (2019), hypothesized to be important for metabolic processes and adaptations 

towards fungal pathogen resistance. These tandem duplications may lead to large numbers of NLR 

gene sequences in P. americana, as seen in the SCT genome (Chaw et al. 2019; Cui et al. 2006). 

As seen in E. grandis trees infected with C. austroafricana and L. invasa described earlier, it is 

expected that avocado trees will show variable expression patterns of NLR genes in response to 

different pathogen infections (Christie et al. 2016).  

 

Conclusion 
 

NLR proteins serve an important role in recognizing pathogen attack and activating plant defence 

responses. Many different mechanisms, including levels of gene expression, domain interactions 

and protein-protein interactions regulate how and when these proteins operate. These mechanisms 

are crucial to ensure the correct timing of defence responses and ultimately plant survival. An 
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increasing amount of progress has been made in understanding the molecular mechanisms 

underlying NLR protein control and function. A comprehensive understanding of NLR proteins is of 

particular interest since these proteins can be targeted and used to increase plant resistance towards 

pathogens. However, many gaps remain as more evidence shows an increasingly complex system. 

Studies focusing on NLR gene sequence and expression level differences between resistant and 

susceptible plants within a species are notably lacking. Furthermore, studies identifying NLR proteins 

and their respective molecular functionality within tree species, especially fruit tree species, are also 

lacking.  

 

Studying these molecular mechanisms in avocado trees will aid in understanding different avocado-

pathogen interactions, and which NLR proteins are important for activating defence responses in 

avocado trees. Moreover, such studies will further the knowledge of NLR gene evolution, 

functionality and immune signalling cascades, which can be applied to other plant species. 

Ultimately, knowledge in these areas may increase the success of tree screening programmes which 

aim to produce crop cultivars with enhanced pathogen resistance. The research study following this 

chapter will aim to identify putative avocado NLR genes using a newly sequenced avocado genome, 

VC75. The expression pattern of the identified NLR genes will also be analyzed after a partially 

resistant and susceptible avocado rootstock is infected with P. cinnamomi to identify NLR genes 

which may play a role in avocado defence responses. 
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Abstract 
 
Avocado is an important agricultural food crop in many countries worldwide. Phytophthora 

cinnamomi, a hemibiotrophic oomycete, remains one of the most devastating pathogens within the 

avocado industry, as it is near impossible to eradicate from areas where the pathogen is present. A 

key aspect to Phytophthora root rot disease management is the use of avocado rootstocks partially 

resistant to P. cinnamomi, which demonstrates an increased immune response following infection. 

In plant species, Nucleotide binding-Leucine rich repeat (NLR) proteins form an integral part of 

pathogen recognition and Effector triggered immune responses (ETI). To date, a comprehensive set 

of P. americana NLR genes have yet to be identified, though their discovery is crucial to 

understanding the molecular mechanisms underlying P. americana-P. cinnamomi interactions. In 

this study, a total of 161 PaNLR genes were identified in the P. americana VC75 genome. These 

putative resistance genes were characterized using bioinformatic approaches and grouped into 13 

distinct PaNLR gene clusters, with phylogenetic analysis revealing high sequence similarity within 

these clusters. Additionally, PaNLR expression levels were analyzed in both a partially resistant 

(Dusa®) and a susceptible (R0.12) avocado rootstock infected with P. cinnamomi using an RNA-

sequencing approach. The results showed that the partially resistant rootstock has increased 

expression levels of 84 PaNLRs observed up to 24 hours post-inoculation, while the susceptible 

rootstock only showed increased PaNLR expression during the first 6 hours post-inoculation. Results 

of this study indicate that the partially resistant avocado rootstock has a stronger, more prolonged 

ETI response which enables it to suppress P. cinnamomi growth and combat disease caused by this 

pathogen. Furthermore, the identification of PaNLRs may be used to develop resistant rootstock 

selection tools which can be employed in the avocado industry to accelerate rootstock screening 

programmes. 
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Introduction 
 
Avocados (Persea americana Mill.) are an agriculturally important crop in many countries, including 

South Africa, Spain and Mexico (Bulagi et al. 2016; Vargas-Canales et al. 2020). The annual gross 

production value of avocados in South Africa increased by 14.2% in 2018-2019 to a total of R1.42 

billion, when compared to 2017-2018. Phytophthora root rot, caused by the hemibiotrophic 

oomycete, Phytophthora cinnamomi Rands, remains the largest threat to the avocado industry, in 

countries where the pathogen is present (Hardham and Blackman 2018). The pathogen infects the 

fine feeder roots of avocado trees, leading to decreased water and nutrient transportation between 

cells (Coffey 1987). A decline in tree health is observed which ultimately leads to plant death. P. 

cinnamomi can survive in soils over long periods of time through the production of chlamydospores 

and oospores, thus limiting the number of effective control methods for Phytophthora root rot (Belisle 

et al. 2019; Dobrowolski et al. 2008). Phosphite trunk injections, use of partially resistant rootstocks 

and organic mulching practices are methods currently employed by the avocado industry to control 

P. cinnamomi (Giblin et al. 2005). However, research has shown that P. cinnamomi has the potential 

to become less sensitive towards phosphite trunk injections (Dobrowolski et al. 2008). Continued 

screening for P. cinnamomi resistant rootstocks is thus of utmost importance and can be accelerated 

when host-pathogen interactions are understood. 

 

Plant immune responses influence host-pathogen interactions and involve a myriad of proteins which 

activate complex, multilayered signalling pathways in response to pathogen attack (Dangl and Jones 

2001; Naveed et al. 2020). These can be categorized into two main responses; the PAMP (Pathogen 

associated molecular pattern) triggered immune response (PTI) and the Effector triggered immune 

response (ETI) (Davis and Hahlbrock 1987; Jones and Dangl 2006). The recognition of PAMPs by 

membrane-bound Pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) activate an innate immune response, which 

is lower in amplitude when compared to the ETI response, and forms part of the plant’s first line of 

defence against pathogens (Matzinger 2007). Pathogens, in turn, produce effector proteins which 

are secreted into plant cells to interfere with this process. These effector molecules may then be 

recognized by intracellular proteins, such as Resistance (R) proteins, either directly or indirectly 

(Monteiro and Nishimura 2018). Upon effector recognition, R proteins are activated and trigger ETI– 

a high amplitude, robust immune response. The primary mode of action of ETI is to activate localized 

cell death caused by the Hypersensitive response (HR), aimed at arresting pathogen growth (Cui et 

al. 2015).  

 

R proteins are classified into five diverse groups based on protein structure and domains (Bezerra-

Neto et al. 2020). The largest group consists of proteins with Nucleotide binding and Leucine rich 

repeat domains, referred to as NLRs (McDowell and Woffenden 2003). Other groups include 

Receptor-like proteins (RLPs), Receptor-like kinases (RLKs) and Transmembrane Coiled-coil 
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proteins (TM-CCs). The NLR group can be further sub-divided into two classes, based on the NLR’s 

N-terminus domain. The first class has a Coiled-coil (CC) domain, while the second class has a 

Toll/interleukin-1 receptor (TIR) structure domain. These NLRs are termed CNLs and TNLs, 

respectively. The CNL class also includes NLR proteins with both a CC domain and a RPW8 domain 

(resistance to powdery mildew), termed CCR-NLRs or CRNLs (Zong and Cheng 2016). CNLs are 

more abundant in the genomes of tree species when compared to TNLs, although the opposite is 

seen in Arabidopsis (Neale et al. 2017). Certain angiosperm and conifer species also do not follow 

this pattern due to TNL duplications, resulting in increased TNL:CNL ratios. Tandem duplications 

and NLR gene family expansions may have increased fitness levels of tree species that need long-

term defence strategies against pathogens (Tobias and Guest 2014). As a result, these duplicated 

gene sequences are mostly found in gene clusters within plant genomes (Meyers et al. 2003). Head-

to-head NLR genes may express proteins which interact to form homo– or heterodimers, often vital 

for proper NLR function (Liang et al. 2019). These NLR protein dimers greatly increase the pathogen 

recognition potential of different NLR protein complexes (Van Wersch and Li 2019). 

 

A few NLR proteins are constantly expressed at low basal levels which allow plants to ‘scan’ for 

invading pathogens (Meyers et al. 2002). Most of the genes coding for NLR proteins, however, show 

differential expression patterns after pathogen attack. This is influenced by the species of pathogen, 

excreted effector proteins and the plant’s genotype (Andam et al. 2020; Christie et al. 2016). In 

Eucalyptus grandis challenged by Leptocybe invasa and Chrysoporthe austroafricana, 218 and 343 

NLRs were differentially expressed, respectively (Christie et al. 2016). RGA1, a TNL protein in the 

tree species Salix viminalis, showed higher expression in the resistant host when compared to its 

susceptible counterpart after Melamspora larici-epitea infection (Martin et al. 2016). Higher RGA1 

expression allows for earlier ETI activation which ultimately leads to enhanced disease resistance. 

The level and timing of NLR expression is crucial, as this ultimately governs whether a plant would 

be successful in countering pathogen attack (Umadevi and Anandaraj 2017). Transgenic plants with 

higher NLR gene expression demonstrated increased resistance to plant pathogens, even when 

these plants were transformed with non-native NLR genes. Expression of ZmNB25, a NLR first 

identified in maize, increased the resistance levels of Arabidopsis and rice towards Pseudomonas 

syringae pv. tomato DC3000 and Bipolaris maydis, respectively (Xu et al. 2018). Understanding how 

the expression of NLRs change during pathogen infection, and subsequently influence disease 

resistance, is vital to understanding complex plant-pathogen interactions. 

 

To date, 49 complete putative NLR genes have been identified in avocado using microarray and 

RNA-sequencing analysis (Pérez-Torres et al. 2021; Van den Berg et al. 2018). In the study done 

by Pérez-Torres et al. (2021), Hass avocado stems were infected with Fusarium kuroshium, which 

causes Fusarium dieback disease in avocado. However, only four NLR genes were differentially 

expressed after F. kuroshium infection. Additionally, only a single avocado NLR gene has been 
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implicated in the defence against P. cinnamomi infection in an avocado rootstock (Van den Berg et 

al. 2018). This NLR, functionally annotated as RPP13-like protein 4, showed increased expression 

after P. cinnamomi infection in a partially resistant rootstock. The use of RNA-seq and microarray 

data to identify NLR genes is limited by the fact that these genes need to be expressed to enable 

detection and identification. Avocado NLR gene identification has further been hampered by the lack 

of a high-quality genome assembly. Three avocado genomes, the Mexican landrace cultivar (Persea 

americana var. drymifolia), the Hass fruiting cultivar (Rendón-Anaya et al. 2019) and the VC75 

rootstock (Avocado Genome Consortium, Article in preparation) have only recently been sequenced, 

providing an opportunity to identify significantly more NLR genes within the avocado genome.   

 

The discovery of NLR genes within the avocado genome could provide novel insight into the 

interactions of this plant with various pathogens. The current study set out to identify avocado NLR 

genes using the available genome sequences, and subsequently assess their expression during P. 

cinnamomi infection of partially resistant and susceptible rootstocks. We identified 161 putative 

PaNLR genes in the VC75 rootstock avocado genome, based on amino acid sequences 

characteristic of conserved NLR domains. Furthermore, we analyzed the expression of the candidate 

PaNLR genes in a partially resistant and susceptible rootstock following P. cinnamomi inoculation 

using an RNA-seq approach. We found significantly higher expression levels of 84 PaNLR genes in 

the partially resistant rootstock when compared to the susceptible rootstock after P. cinnamomi 

inoculation. This knowledge may benefit future rootstock screening programmes aimed at increasing 

resistance levels towards P. cinnamomi. The PaNLR gene sequences identified in this study serve 

as an invaluable resource which can be used to pinpoint proteins which play a role in defence 

responses against other avocado pathogens.  

 

Materials and methods 
 
1. Putative PaNLR gene identification 
The P. americana VC75 genome was obtained from the Avocado Genome Consortium (Article in 

preparation). Gene and protein names assigned during genome annotation 

(Peame105C00g000000) were abbreviated to PC00g000000. The Hass fruiting cultivar (P. 

americana cv. Hass; GCA_008087245.1) and Mexican rootstock (P. americana var. drymifolia; 

GCA_008033785.1) genomes (Rendón-Anaya et al. 2019) were obtained from GenBank (NCBI 

Genbank). Putative R genes were identified and classified using the Resistance gene analog (RGA) 

prediction pipeline, RGAugury (Li et al. 2016; downloaded in September 2020). The avocado VC75 

genome, as well as whole genome protein sequences from the VC75, Mexican and Hass genomes 

were used as input with default parameters. The pipeline identifies conserved RGA sequences and 

domains using five programmes: BLAST v. 2.10.1 (Camacho et al. 2009), nCoil v. 2.2 (Lupas et al. 

1991), InterProScan v. 5.52-86.0 (Zdobnov and Apweiler 2001), Pfam_scan v. 1.6 (Finn et al. 2010) 
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and Phobius v. 1.01 (Käll et al. 2004). Putative NLR proteins were classified based on the identified 

domains, namely Nucleotide binding site (NB), Coiled-coil domain (CC), Coiled-coil with RPW8 

domain (CCR), Toll/interleukin-1 receptor (TIR), and Leucine rich repeat domain (LRR). Here, N, C, 

T and L represent NB, CC, TIR and LRR domains, respectively. Thus, a protein classified as CNL 

has a CC, NB and LRR domain, and a CN protein only has a CC and NB domain. RLKs, RLPs and 

TM-CC classifications were annotated if the protein sequences contained a transmembrane domain. 

After identification and classification, protein functional annotation was done by performing BLASTp 

analysis in the non-redundant NCBI database. Searches were performed using an expected 

threshold value of 0.00001, with only the top hit for each candidate NLR gene being considered. If 

no significant match could be identified, proteins were annotated as Disease resistance-like (DRL) 

proteins. 

 

2. PaNLR gene cluster identification 
Gene clusters were defined based on appropriate definitions from Meyers et al. (2003), Kohler et al. 

(2008) and Christie et al. (2016). A gene cluster was defined as: a genomic region which contained 

three or more NLR genes, with less than nine other genes between adjacent NLR genes, and with 

two adjacent NLR genes being less than 250kb apart. The VC75 genome General feature format 

(GFF) file was used to indicate the distance and number of neighboring genes between NLR genes. 

The positions of NLR genes were visualized using CViT v. 1.3 (Cannon and Cannon 2011).  

 

3. Phylogenetic analysis 
Phylogenetic analysis was used to assess whether NLR genes from the same gene cluster has high 

sequence similarity. Phylogenetic analysis included 161 P. americana NB-domain protein 

sequences, 10 complete protein sequences from Cinnamomum micranthum f. kanehirae 

(RWR97694.1, RWR95032.1, RWR91786.1, RWR92004.1, RWR93015.1, RWR98067.1, 

RWR88343.1, RWR88103.1, RWR87020.1, RWR85657.1; Chaw et al. 2019) and one complete 

protein sequence from Solanum bulbocastanum (Q7XBQ9.1; Song et al. 2003). This S. 

bulbocastanum sequence was used since no RGA2 sequences were identified in C. micranthum f. 

kanehirae (Chaw et al. 2019). Sequence alignment was performed using ClustalW v. 2.1 with default 

parameters in MEGA X (Kumar et al. 2018; Thompson et al. 1994). A Maximum likelihood 

phylogenetic tree was produced using the Jones-Taylor-Thornton substitution model and 1000 

bootstrap replications.  
 

4. Plant inoculation and RNA-sequencing 

NLR expression data was obtained by dual RNA-sequencing of P. americana inoculated with P. 

cinnamomi. Roots from partially resistant (Dusa®) and susceptible (R0.12) rootstocks were 

inoculated by dipping in P. cinnamomi (isolate GKB4) zoospore suspension with a concentration of 
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1.4 x 105 zoospores/ml. Thereafter, plants were replanted in a mixture of vermiculite and perlite (1:1 

ratio) and roots were harvested at 6, 12, 24 and 120 hours post-inoculation (hpi). Three biological 

replicates from three independent plants were harvested at each time point. For control samples, 

three plants per rootstock were mock-inoculated using sterile water and root samples were harvested 

at 24 hpi.  

Root samples were flash frozen using liquid N2 and stored at -70°C. The samples were then 

powdered using an IKA® Tube Mill (IKA®, Staufen, DUE). Modified CTAB extractions were performed 

to extract total RNA (Chang et al. 1993). RNA extractions were purified using a Qiagen RNeasy 

clean up kit (Qiagen, Valecia, CA, USA), followed by DNase I treatments (Fermentas Life Sciences, 

Hanover, USA). An Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) was 

used to measure RNA purity and quality. Samples were stored at -70°C before being sent to 

Novogene (Novogene Corporation Inc., Chula Vista, CA, USA) for paired-end (250-300bp insert 

cDNA library) sequencing using Illumina Hiseq 2500 with PE150 mode.  

 

5. Expression analysis 
Dual RNA-sequencing data was analyzed by the Avocado Research Programme and used during 

this study (Article in preparation). Briefly, RNA-seq reads were trimmed and low-quality bases were 

removed using Trimmomatic v. 0.39 (Bolger et al. 2014). FASTQC v. 0.11.9 was used to confirm 

read quality and the resultant reports were summarized using MultiQC (Ewels et al. 2016). RNA-seq 

reads were aligned to the P. americana VC75 genome using HISAT v. 2.0.6 (Kim et al. 2015). Gene 

level transcript abundance was quantified using featureCounts v. 2.0.1 (Liao et al. 2014) during initial 

expression screens within RNA-seq libraries across all time-points (6 hpi, 12 hpi, 24 hpi, 120 hpi), 

using the mock-inoculated or susceptible rootstock libraries as a reference. DESeq2 (Love et al. 

2014) was used for the normalization and analysis of counts. Quantification data for NLR genes were 

extracted using R studio v. 1.4.1106 (RStudio Team 2020) and gene IDs previously identified by 

RGAugury. Expression level differences were analyzed using two approaches: 1) comparing the 

expression of candidate PaNLR genes 6, 12, 24 and 120 hpi in both the susceptible and partially 

resistant rootstocks to that of their respective mock-inoculated samples, and 2) comparing the 

expression of candidate PaNLRs in the partially resistant rootstock to the expression in the 

susceptible avocado rootstock (mock-inoculated, 6, 12, 24 and 120 hpi). PaNLR genes were 

considered to be up– or downregulated when the Log2 Fold Change (Log2FC) value for each gene 

was ≥ 1 or ≤ -1, respectively. False discovery rate adjusted p-values ≤ 0.05, generated as part of the 

DESeq2 package, were used to indicate statistical significance. Heatmaps and dendrograms 

depicting expression level differences (Log2FC) were generated using the Pheatmap package v. 

1.0.12 (https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=pheatmap) in R studio v. 1.4.1106 (RStudio Team 

2020). To assess whether NLR genes within a gene cluster were co-expressed, NLR expression 

data was analyzed using Clust v. 1.12.0 (Abu-Jamous and Kelly 2018) 
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Results 
 
1. Putative PaNLR genes identified in the avocado genome 
The RGAugury pipeline identified 259 putative PaNLR genes within the VC75 rootstock genome 

(Figure 1), while no NLR genes could be identified within the Mexican and Hass genomes. NLR gene 

sequences which did not include a LRR domain sequence were removed from further analysis and 

considered as incomplete NLR genes. This resulted in 161 NLR sequences which were classified 

as complete NLR genes. Of these genes, 102 were classified as CNLs, two as CRNLs, 56 as NLs 

and one as a TNL, based on the domains present within their predicted amino acid sequences.  

Figure 1. The number of NLR genes identified in the VC75 Persea americana genome and the set 
of protein domains each gene encodes for. Putative NLR protein functional annotations predicted 
using BLASTp analysis are also listed (C/CC – Coiled-coil domain; CR/CCR – Coiled-coil RPW8 
domain; DRL – Disease resistance-like protein; L/LRR – Leucine rich repeat domain; N/NB – 
Nucleotide binding domain; T/TIR – Toll/interleukin-1 receptor domain). 
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Putative protein functional annotation of the 161 complete PaNLR gene candidates were assigned 

using BLASTp. In total, 31 sequences were assigned as DRL proteins. More than 52% of sequences 

were putatively identified as RGA2 proteins (Figure 1). Other sequence identifications included 

RGA4, RPM1, RPP13-like protein 4, RPP8, RPS2 and RPW8-domain-containing type proteins. The 

RGAugury pipeline also identified RLP, RLK and TM-CC proteins using VC75 whole genome protein 

sequences. These protein sequences were separated from NLR sequences if a transmembrane 

domain sequence was identified. In total, 106 RLP sequences, 889 RLK sequences and 189 TM-

CC sequences were identified.  
 

2. PaNLR gene clusters identified in the VC75 genome 
PaNLR gene clusters were identified based on neighboring PaNLR genes being less than 250kb 

apart and having less than three non-NLR genes between them. In total, 13 PaNLR gene clusters 

were identified, accounting for 74 (45.9%) of the complete PaNLR gene sequences (Figure 2). 

Thirteen PaNLR genes were mapped to unanchored chromosomes and were thus excluded from 

the cluster analysis. Chromosome 2 had four gene clusters (the largest set of clusters on any of the 

chromosomes) and also contained the largest gene cluster (consisting of nine PaNLR sequences). 

No gene clusters were identified on chromosomes 4, 5, 8, 9, 10 and 12. Eight of the gene clusters 

contained sequences which encode RGA2 proteins, with the gene clusters occurring on 

chromosomes 6 and 7 lacking PaNLR genes encoding RGA2 proteins (Table 1). 

Figure 2. Chromosomal location of 148 putative PaNLR genes identified within the Persea 
americana VC75 genome (represented by blue marks). The genes were mapped to 12 
chromosomes (green bars) using CViT. Chromosome 0 was excluded from the analysis as it is not 
representative of a true chromosome, thus 13 PaNLR genes could not be mapped to chromosomes 
1-12 and are not shown in the figure.  
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3. High PaNLR sequences similarity within NLR gene clusters 
Phylogenetic analysis was performed to infer evolutionary relatedness between the 161 identified 

putative PaNLR genes, using NB-domain protein sequences (Figure 3). Complete NLR protein 

sequences from C. micranthum f. kanehirae and S. bulbocastanum were included in the analysis. 

The analysis revealed that PaNLR genes from the same NLR gene cluster grouped together within 

a clade, indicating high sequence similarity within clusters and possible gene duplication events. 

Most PaNLRs did not form a clade with C. micranthum f. kanehirae NLRs, indicating high 

diversification of P. americana NLRs after these two species diverged, especially RGA2 type 

PaNLRs.  

 

Table 1. Types of resistance genes found within PaNLR gene clusters on different chromosomes 
within the genome of Persea americana (VC75). 

Chromosome Cluster Number of PaNLR genes Type of PaNLR proteins 
encoded  

1 1 7 RGA2 

 2 8 RGA2 

2 1 5 RGA2 

 2 3 RGA2 

 3 6 DRL, RGA2 and RGA4 

 4 9 RGA2 

3 1 3 RGA2 

6 1 6 DRL 

 2 5 RPS2, DRL and RPP13 

7 1 4 RPM1 and DRL 

 2 8 RPP13 

11 1 3 RGA2 

11 2 7 RGA2 
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Figure 3. Phylogenetic relationship of 161 Persea americana (VC75) Nucleotide binding domains 
from putative PaNLR genes. Evolutionary history was inferred using the Maximum likelihood method 
and JTT matrix-based model following ClustalW alignment. A total of 1000 bootstrap replicates were 
performed, with bootstrap values over 50 being shown above branch points. NB-domain protein 
sequences of P. americana (PC) with complete NLR sequences from Cinnamomum micranthum f. 
kanehirae (RWR) and Solanum bulbocastanum (Q) were used during the analysis. P. americana 
identification numbers include the gene cluster number, where appropriate (in blue) and protein type 
(in red). Unidentified PaNLR protein types were termed Disease resistance-like (DRL) proteins. 
Sequences from other species also include protein type (NBS50 – NBS-LRR disease resistance 
protein NBS50; PDR – Disease resistance-like protein isoform X1). 
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4. PaNLR expression following P. cinnamomi inoculation 
Expression analysis was performed using dual RNA-sequencing data obtained from partially 

resistant and susceptible avocado rootstocks inoculated with P. cinnamomi zoospores. In total, 145 

of the 161 identified complete PaNLR genes were expressed in the roots of both rootstocks, across 

all timepoints. A clear difference in PaNLR expression was observed between the two rootstocks in 

response to P. cinnamomi inoculation. In the partially resistant rootstocks (Dusa®), a total of 84 

PaNLR genes showed a significant (p ≤ 0.05) change in expression level during at least one 

timepoint after P. cinnamomi inoculation, when compared to mock-inoculated samples (Figure 4). 

However, only 74 PaNLRs showed a significant (p ≤ 0.05) change in expression in the susceptible 

rootstocks (R0.12) after inoculation, when compared to mock-inoculated samples. The number of 

PaNLR genes with expression level differences in response to P. cinnamomi inoculation differed 

most notably between the two rootstocks at 12 and 24 hpi (Table 2). Only six PaNLR genes were 

differentially expressed in R0.12 at 12 and 24 hpi, compared to 74 PaNLR in Dusa®. PaNLR genes 

within a cluster were shown not to be co-expressed based on the Clust analysis. 

 

PC03g007960|RGA2 was the most upregulated PaNLR gene in Dusa®, with a Log2FC value of 8.02 

(p < 0.01) at 12 hpi (Figure 4). This gene was also upregulated in Dusa® at both 6 (Log2FC = 7.2; p 

< 0.01) and 24 hpi (Log2FC = 7.8; p < 0.01), while only being upregulated in R0.12 at 6 hpi (Log2FC 

= 7.8; p < 0.01). PC03g009000|RGA2 was the most upregulated PaNLR gene in R0.12 at 6 hpi with 

the largest Log2FC value of 8.46 (p < 0.01) of all samples. This gene did not show any significant 

changes in expression in any of the samples collected from Dusa®. Furthermore, 

PC11g001210|RGA2 and PC11g001240|RGA2 were upregulated in R0.12 at 24 hpi (Log2FC = 7.6; 

p < 0.01 and Log2FC = 5.1; p < 0.05, respectively), but did not show any significant change in 

expression in Dusa®, at any time point.  

 

 

Table 2. Number of PaNLR genes expressed in two avocado rootstocks in response to Phytophthora 
cinnamomi inoculation at different timepoints post-inoculation, when compared to mock-inoculated 
rootstocks (hpi – hours post-inoculation). 

 Partially resistant rootstock 
(Dusa®) 

Susceptible rootstock (R0.12)  

Time 
(hpi) 

Upregulated 
genes 

Downregulated 
genes 

Upregulated 
genes 

Downregulated 
genes 

Common between 
rootstocks 

6 63 1 64 1 54 

12 64 2 1 1 1 

24 55 2 4 0 2 

120 7 12 2 11 2 
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Figure 4. Heatmap and dendrogram showing the expression (as Log2 Fold Change) of 94 PaNLR 
genes following Phytophthora cinnamomi inoculation of a partially resistant (Dusa®) and susceptible 
(R0.12) avocado rootstock. Dots indicate a significant change (p ≤ 0.05 and |Log2FC| ≥ 1) in 
expression level when compared to mock-inoculated samples (hpi – hours post-inoculation). 

Colour key 

6 hpi 

12 hpi 

24 hpi 

120 hpi 

6 hpi 

12 hpi 

24 hpi 

120 hpi 
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When PaNLR gene expression was compared between the two rootstocks, with susceptible 

rootstock (R0.12) set as the reference, results indicated that PaNLR gene expression was higher in 

the partially resistant rootstocks (Dusa®), overall (Table 3). This was evident at the 12 and 24 hpi 

time points especially, with up to 74 PaNLR genes having higher expression (p ≤ 0.05) in Dusa® at 

12 hpi (Figure 5). PC11g001210|RGA2 and PC11g001240|RGA2 were two PaNLR genes that were 

expressed at significantly higher levels in Dusa® when compared to R0.12, in all samples collected 

including mock-inoculated roots, even though both PaNLRs were significantly upregulated at 24 hpi 

in R0.12 when compared to mock-inoculated samples (Figure 4). The Log2FC values for both 

PC11g001210|RGA2 and PC11g001240|RGA2 were larger than 8.5 (p < 0.01) in all samples except 

at 24 hpi, where the Log2FC values decreased to 3.8 and 6.2 (p < 0.01), respectively (Figure 5). The 

PaNLR gene with the highest expression level in R0.12 when compared with Dusa®, was 

PC02g009680|DRL. However, this PaNLR was only expressed at significantly higher levels in R0.12 

at 6 hpi (Log2FC = -7.6; p < 0.01), with no significant difference in expression levels being observed 

at any other time point. 

 

Table 3. Number of PaNLR genes with significantly higher expression in either the partially resistant 
(Dusa®) or susceptible (R0.12) avocado rootstock before and following Phytophthora cinnamomi 
inoculation (hpi – hours post-inoculation). 

Time (hpi) Genes with higher expression in Dusa® Genes with higher expression in R0.12 

Mock-inoculated 10 9 

6 9 7 

12 74 3 

24 61 7 

120 16 11 
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Figure 5. Heatmap and dendrogram showing PaNLR expression levels in a partially resistant 
avocado rootstock (Dusa®) mock-inoculated (MI) and following Phytophthora cinnamomi inoculation 
(hpi – hours post-inoculation) using a susceptible rootstock (R0.12) as the reference. A positive 
Log2FC indicates higher expression in the partially resistant rootstock, while a negative Log2FC 
indicates higher expression in the susceptible rootstock. Dots indicate a significant difference (p ≤ 
0.05 and |Log2FC| ≥ 1) in expression between the two rootstocks 

Colour key 
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Discussion 
 
NLR proteins play a crucial role in plant immune responses by recognizing effector molecules 

produced by invading pathogens. Following effector recognition, NLR proteins activate ETI through 

complex signalling pathways, which leads to pathogen resistance (Monteiro and Nishimura 2018). 

NLR proteins have been studied extensively in many other crops including S. bulbocastanum, Zea 

mays, Oryza sativa and Triticum monococcum (Bozkurt et al. 2007; Collins et al. 1998; Lokossou et 

al. 2010; Mago et al. 1999). The results of these studies ultimately led to the breeding of crops with 

increased resistance towards various pathogens (Farnham and Baulcombe 2006; Wang et al. 2019). 

Thus far, a comprehensive set of P. americana NLR genes have not been identified, and moreover, 

P. americana NLR gene expression has never been studied during P. cinnamomi infection. Thus, a 

large knowledge gap remains in understanding ETI activation during P. cinnamomi infection in 

avocado rootstocks (Van den Berg et al. 2018). The knowledge of avocado NLR functionality is vital 

to understanding resistance towards P. cinnamomi in avocado rootstocks and can be used by the 

avocado industry for molecular breeding purposes.  

 

Using the P. americana VC75 genome, we identified 161 putative complete PaNLR gene sequences. 

No PaNLR gene sequences could be identified in the Mexican and Hass genome assemblies, since 

these genomes are highly fragmented (Rendón-Anaya et al. 2019; Talavera et al. 2019). Of the 161 

complete PaNLR sequences, 102 were classified as CNL proteins, two as CRNL proteins, 56 as NL 

proteins and one as a TNL protein (Figure 1). The 56 gene sequences encoding NL proteins were 

found to be expressed during P. cinnamomi infection, indicating that these proteins may play a role 

in this host-pathogen interaction, even though they lack CC and TIR domains. NLR sequences 

lacking these motifs are also expressed in other plant species, including E. grandis, Malus x 

domestica and Vitis vinifera, further suggesting that these NLR proteins are still functional (Arya et 

al. 2014; Christie et al. 2016; Goyal et al. 2020). A higher CNL:TNL ratio was also observed in E. 

grandis, M. x domestica and V. vinifera woody species, making it unsurprising to observe a higher 

CNL:TNL ratio in P. americana. However, it was not expected that only one TNL sequence would 

be identified. This could be a result of the genome assembly and annotation programmes used not 

identifying full length gene sequences, thus producing truncated protein sequences as a result. 

BLASTp analysis was performed on the entire set of P. americana protein sequences and no 

additional PaNLR sequences could be identified. Furthermore, an independent study found only one 

TNL gene being expressed in Hass avocado stems during F. kuroshium infection (Pérez-Torres et 

al. 2021). This validated that no TNL motifs were missed during PaNLR identification using the 

RGAugury programme and VC75 genome.  

 

Putative protein functional annotation revealed that more than 50% of the identified PaNLR genes 

encode RGA2-like proteins (Figure 1). This type of NLR protein was first identified in S. 
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bulbocastanum and is encoded for by Rpi-blb1 (Van der Vossen et al. 2003). RGA2 proteins elicit 

an immune response and confer resistance towards Phytophthora infestans in potato and tomato 

plants, after recognizing ipiO RxLR proteins (Champouret et al. 2009). Recently, two P. cinnamomi 

RxLR proteins with high sequence similarity to P. infestans ipiO RxLRs were identified by Joubert et 

al. (2021). One of these RxLRs, PcinRxLR34a, was significantly upregulated in P. cinnamomi during 

infection of the susceptible rootstock R0.12, when compared to expression in mycelia. This suggests 

that this RxLR plays a role during pathogen infection. Future research should focus on identifying 

whether P. americana RGA2 proteins recognize these P. cinnamomi RxLRs.  

 

RPP13-like protein 4 type proteins were the second largest group of PaNLR proteins identified in P. 

americana. RPP13-like protein 4 and RPP8 has been shown to confer resistance towards 

Peronospora parasitica and Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis, respectively, in Arabidopsis thaliana 

(Bittner-Eddy et al. 1999; Mohr et al. 2010). P. parasitica, H. arabidopsidis and P. cinnamomi are 

oomycetes, suggesting that these pathogens may express Avirulence (Avr) proteins with similar 

structure and function (Cooke et al. 2000). This indicates that RPP13-like protein 4 and RPP8 in 

avocado may recognize P. cinnamomi effectors and play a role in rootstock resistance towards P. 

cinnamomi. The same assumption can be made regarding RPS2, which confers partial resistance 

towards Phytophthora sojae, a close relative to P. cinnamomi, in Glycine max (Mideros et al. 2007).  

 

RPM1-like NLR proteins were also identified in avocado. Homologs of RPM1-like NLR genes in A. 

thaliana are responsible for recognizing P. syringae effectors during infection (Boyes et al. 1998). P. 

syringae has been isolated from avocados, however no symptoms of infection were observed 

(Scortichini et al. 2003). This might also explain why so few (5.6% of NLRs) RPM1-like genes were 

identified in avocado. Furthermore, since P. syringae infection does not present a threat to the 

avocado industry, NLR genes which confer resistance towards this pathogen would likely be of 

limited use in avocado screening programmes. Lastly, two PaNLRs were annotated as RGA4-like 

proteins; in O. sativa, RGA4 proteins form heterodimers with RGA5 proteins, which recognize 

Magnaporthe oryzae infection (Césari et al. 2013). RGA5 proteins acts as a receptor for M. oryzae 

Avr proteins and as a repressor of RGA4. Once RGA5 recognizes Avr proteins, RGA4 is released 

and activates cell death responses. Thus, in the absence of RGA5 proteins, RGA4 activates cell 

death in an Avr-independent manner (Césari et al. 2014). Since no P. americana proteins were 

identified as RGA5 proteins, it remains unclear whether the RGA4 proteins would respond to P. 

cinnamomi Avr proteins in avocado.  

 

Gene cluster analysis was performed to identify possible duplication events of P. americana NLRs 

(Meyers et al. 2003). If NLR genes within a cluster were shown to be functionally important for 

rootstock resistance, NLR gene clusters can be targeted during molecular screening strategies. In 

total, 13 PaNLR gene clusters were identified in the P. americana genome (Table 1). Of these, four 
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clusters were identified on chromosome 2 with one containing nine PaNLR gene sequences. No 

clusters were observed on chromosomes 4, 5, 8, 9, 10 and 12 (Figure 1). Eight clusters only 

contained RGA2 protein sequences, indicating that these genes may have originated from gene 

duplication events as described by Meyers et al. (1998) and López et al. (2003). Retained NLRs 

following duplication indicate functional relevance, suggesting that these RGA2 NLRs may play an 

important role in avocado defence responses. In Phaseolus vulgaris, RGA2 gene clusters were 

identified as Quantitative trait loci (QTL), which confer resistance towards Colletotrichum lagenarium 

(López et al. 2003). Further investigation focusing on functional significance will help identify whether 

the PaNLR gene clusters in P. americana can be used as QTL molecular markers during rootstock 

breeding programmes. Ultimately, these clusters serve as a reservoir for NLR diversity since 

duplicated genes are free to mutate, which may lead to novel NLRs being able to recognize novel 

effector proteins from pathogens (Innes et al. 2008).  

 

Phylogenetic analysis revealed high similarity between PaNLRs within gene clusters, further 

indicating that PaNLR gene clusters may have originated from gene duplication events (Shao et al. 

2014). During phylogenetic tree construction, 161 PaNLR Nucleotide binding domain protein 

sequences were used together with protein sequences from C. micranthum f. kanehirae and S. 

bulbocastanum (Chaw et al. 2019; Song et al. 2003). Sequences from C. micranthum f. kanehirae 

were used since this species is the closest relative to P. americana (both species form part of the 

Lauraceae family) in which NLRs have been identified (Wu et al. 2017). A RGA2 sequence from S. 

bulbocastanum was also included, since no RGA2 proteins were identified in C. micranthum f. 

kanehirae (Chaw et al. 2019). Phylogenetic analysis revealed that NB domain sequences within a 

PaNLR gene cluster grouped together, indicating high sequence similarity within these clusters 

(Figure 2). Moreover, few PaNLRs formed a clade with NLR sequences from C. micranthum f. 

kanehirae, indicating large NLR diversification within P. americana species. These observations 

might be the result of different pathogens shaping the PaNLR arsenal during the coevolutionary arms 

race between hosts and pathogens (Anderson et al. 2010).  

 

Once putative NLR genes were identified in the VC75 genome, their expression was analyzed using 

dual transcriptomic data from partially resistant (Dusa®) and susceptible (R0.12) rootstocks 

inoculated with P. cinnamomi. Of the 161 PaNLRs identified in this study, 16 PaNLRs were not 

expressed in either rootstock at any timepoint. Many NLRs have tissue-specific expression levels in 

other plants, making these results unsurprising (Munch et al. 2018). Since this study investigated 

PaNLR expression in root tissues, it is expected that these 16 PaNLRs might play a role in 

recognizing pathogens which infect other avocado tissues. Interestingly, PaNLR genes within gene 

clusters did not show similar expression patterns after P. cinnamomi inoculation. This was also 

observed in E. grandis when infected with C. austroafricana and L. invasa. The authors attributed 

this to expressed NLR genes being functionally relevant, and not the result of being located within 
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active transcription zones by coincidence (Christie et al. 2016). Thus, we can hypothesize that 

PaNLRs in gene clusters being expressed following P. cinnamomi inoculation, do indeed have 

functional significance in activating defence responses against the invading pathogen. 

 

During the first 6 hours of infection, more than 60 PaNLR genes showed a significant increase in 

expression in either rootstock, with a similar pattern of expression activation for 54 of the same 

PaNLR genes in both rootstocks (Figure 4). This indicates that both rootstocks have similar 

responses with regards to PaNLR expression during the first 6 hours of P. cinnamomi infection. 

PaNLR genes with the largest increase in expression at 6 hpi, were mainly RGA2 type proteins 

(PC01g020030, PC03g007960 and PC11g007690). RGA2 proteins activate the HR, and higher 

RGA2 transcript levels were associated with increased P. infestans resistance in S. bulbocastanum 

(Bradeen et al. 2009). This upregulation of RGA2 in both avocado rootstocks would likely result in a 

strong HR, which may limit P. cinnamomi growth.  

 

PaNLR gene expression levels in Dusa® was higher when compared to R0.12, at both 12 and 24 

hpi. Very few PaNLR genes showed differential expression patterns at 12 and 24 hpi in R0.12, which 

might indicate a decrease in ETI activation compared to Dusa®. Thus, the expression analysis 

revealed that Dusa® rootstocks overall have a stronger, more prolonged response to P. cinnamomi 

inoculation when compared to R0.12 rootstocks. NLR expression in susceptible varieties of S. 

viminalis, C. arietinum L. and Brassica oleracea do not show such stark differences in the expression 

when compared to resistant varieties, when infected with Melampsora larici-epitea, Ascochyta rabiei 

and Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. conglutinans, respectively (Andam et al. 2020; Liu et al. 2020; Martin 

et al. 2016). It was thus expected that a greater portion of PaNLRs would show increased expression 

in R0.12 at these timepoints. These results might be due to either the pathogen interfering with 

PaNLR expression, or the pathogen suppressing host responses in R0.12. For example, W boxes, 

which are cis-regulatory elements recognized by WRKY transcriptions factors, are often 

overrepresented in plant defence-related gene promoters including NLR promoter sequences (Mohr 

et al. 2010). In A. thaliana, WRKY expression was downregulated by Avr3a-type effectors from 

Phytophthora parasitica (Li et al. 2019). This would subsequently lead to decreased NLR expression. 

It would be interesting to see whether P. cinnamomi uses similar tactics to influence ETI in P. 

americana. Thus, investigating which cis-regulatory elements are shared between PaNLR genes 

would be of interest in future research. Moreover, P. cinnamomi RxLRs were shown to have 

increased expression levels at 12 and 24 hpi in R0.12 (Joubert et al. 2021). Since some RxLRs 

suppress programmed cell death, P. cinnamomi RxLRs could influence PaNLR expression and 

contribute to the results observed for R0.12 (Dalio et al. 2018). This data will help understand which 

PaNLR proteins might be important for recognizing P. cinnamomi effectors during infection and 

limiting P. cinnamomi growth. However, it must be noted that further studies, including protein-protein 
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interaction studies, are needed to concretely state which individual PaNLR proteins recognize P. 

cinnamomi effectors. 

 

A previous study, also done on R0.12 and Dusa® rootstocks, showed that R0.12 had significantly 

higher P. cinnamomi pathogen loads when compared to Dusa®, at all tested time-points (Engelbrecht 

et al. 2013). The increased PaNLR expression in Dusa®, especially RGA2 PaNLRs, at 12 and 24 hpi 

is likely to increase the amplitude of ETI activation and the HR, assuming successful P. cinnamomi 

Avr detection. Studies have shown that overexpression of NLR genes leads to higher levels of 

resistance and subsequent decreased disease symptoms. In N. benthamiana plants, overexpression 

of the Vitis amurensis NLR gene, VaRGA1, resulted in increased resistance towards P. parasitica 

(Li et al. 2017). Two RGA2 NLRs (PC11g001210 and PC11g001240) showed much higher 

expression in Dusa® when compared to R0.12, in all samples (Figure 5). As described earlier, the 

RxLR in P. cinnamomi with high similarity to a RGA2 protein counterpart, ipiO1, showed increased 

expression in R0.12 at 12 hpi, when compared to mycelia control samples (Joubert et al. 2021). 

Since R0.12 RGA2 proteins are not upregulated at this timepoint, it may suggest that fewer of these 

RxLR effectors are recognized, resulting in a compromised HR. However, high expression of RGA2 

NLRs in Dusa® at all timepoints could result in increased ETI and might lead to decreased pathogen 

growth rates and/or decreased zoospore germination. However, in R0.12, pathogen load could be 

higher due to decreased ETI. These differences might be why Dusa® is able to survive P. cinnamomi 

attack for longer periods of time and show less disease symptoms. 

 

This study is the first to identify and classify putative PaNLR genes using the P. americana VC75 

genome. Phylogenetic analysis revealed that many PaNLRs found within NLR gene clusters may 

have originated from gene duplication events. Up to 94 PaNLR genes showed expression 

differences in response to P. cinnamomi attack, indicating a possible role in P. cinnamomi 

recognition and ETI activation. Furthermore, PaNLRs showed sustained, increased expression in a 

partially resistant rootstock (Dusa®) after inoculation, which could explain how this rootstock is able 

to suppress P. cinnamomi growth. This research paves the way towards understanding P. 

americana-P. cinnamomi interactions on a molecular level. Future studies should focus on 

investigating protein-protein interactions between PaNLRs and P. cinnamomi Avr proteins, and how 

P. cinnamomi is able to suppress PaNLR expression in R0.12 rootstocks. Furthermore, future 

studies should also include functionally characterising the identified PaNLRs and investigating their 

role in defence responses against other P. americana pathogens.  
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